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DISLOCA'I'ION SUBSTRUCTURES IN DEFORMED 

AND.RECOVERED MOLYBDENUM 

* ** *** R. Benson • G. Thomas · • and J. Washburn 
University of California, Berkeley 

ABST~ACT 

Specimens suitable for tr8rlsmission e1ectron microscopy 

hp.v.eLb:e:en::prepared from bulk ·po~crystaliine mo~bdenum after 

tens11e deformation and recover)'. The resu1ttng dislocation 
., 

iubstructures are des:c.ribed. sOme tentative conclusions con-

cerning the ~echantsm ot plastic deformation in mo~bdenum are 

· · discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The critical stress for slip in a crystalline material is partly 

determined by the dislocation substructure that is present. Increase 

of the critical stress for slip accompanyil1g plastic deformation is 

associate~ with changes in substructure. 'l'herefore, a theory of 

strain hardening requires knowle~ge of the density ~d distribution 

of disiocations as a function of. strain. In the past, theories have been 

based on assumptions concerning development of substructure with 

strain. 

It is now possibl~ to obsen¥e the ~r~angement of dislocations 
. . . . 

' ,. ' . 
directly by transmission electron microscopy. · Therefore, it should 

be 'possible to determine wh~ther or not the curr'e~t· xnodels used. to 
. ' 

explain strain hardening and. the 'temperature dependance of flow stress 
. . '. . \ . 

are realistic. The shape of the stress strain curve varies greatly from 

one material to. another. It depends on crystal structure, purity, thermal 

history, and even the characteristics of the testing machine. So far, 

transmission electron microscopy has not succeeded in shedding much 

light on the reasons for these differences. With the exception of those 

FCC metals that have very low stacking fault energies, the development 

ot dislocation substructure with increasing strain is striklrigly simi~ar 

in a large number of face-centered and body-centered cubic metals. 

It had been thought that the greater hardening capacity of FCC metals 

compared to BCC materials was associated with the possibility of forming 

segments of Lomer Cottrell dislocation which. are immobile and there

fore might act as particularly effective barriers. Transmission electron 

microscopy has provided some evidence for this dislocation interaction, (1) 

.. 

t 
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but at the same time. has tended to minimize its importance~ It is diffl.

cult to argue that this particular reaction is of supreme importance be.a~ 

cause the kind of deformation substructure that has been observed 1n 

iron (BCC) (2) in which Lome:r C~ttrell dislocations can n~t be formed, 

is at least quai.itatively simi1ar to that in coppe~ and silver (FCC) (S, 4) ~ 

In spite of these prelimin;:\ry re~u1ts~ it seems lik~lY :that more. eire"' 

fully c~ntrolled quantitative observations on 'polyccy~talline and ~ingle' 
crystal specimens will eventually be. able to reveai the important 

parameters that influence the propagation of slip from one grain to 
' . ' • :· ..•. ' ' ·. I •I 

another and from one subgrain to another~ The present re'euita· are 
. . : . '... ' .. ;· . ,: ' ' . . . ' i . . 

some preliminary observations. on the kinds. ot dislocation substructures 

that exist in poly~rysta.iline molybdenum after deformatio~ and recovery~ 

RESULTS 

The material was ~ 002" molybdenum sheet ~hi~h was obtained 

from Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation in the cold rolied condition. 

The chemical and spectrographic analysis (o/o) of the material was as 

follows: C 0. 022, H2 0. 0005; N 2; o. 0014, 0 2 ~· 014; Cr 0. 003, Ca ~- o. 002, 

Ba < 0. 003, Mg < O. 0005o/o.o 'l'he as-received sheet was anrieated in vacuum 

to give ~ recovered ~r a reccystallized structure. Dislocation substru·c .. 
' ' '. i ·,\ .~>, ' 

tures were examined by transmission electron microscopy in a Hitachi 
... 

' \ ' . : 

HU-10 microscope operating at 100 kiJt. F'irtal thinning of the foils was 

accomplished by electropolishing at 15 to 25 volts in 98% H2SO4 • 
. . 

Annealing the cold rolled sheet for one hour at 1200° C produced a 
. ' ' 

system of sharp subgrain boundaries within the elongated grains and 
. . 

' . 

a few recrystallized regions •. Relatively few dislocations remained 
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within the subgrains which were approximately 10 pin diameter~ There 

was a sharp preferred orientation. Nearly all the grains had a ~.o~ 

piane paralle1 to the surfaee of the sheet within a.few d~~ees. Ji'tg •.. :l 
I '~ ' ' 

shows an example. of this recovered structure. . Complete. recrystal11• 
• 1\ ,: I i : .: '·,: •' 

zation occurred after heating to 1400°C. The: reo:rysta11f~ed grain , .· 

size was. about 5011• The high receystaliizatiort.temp~~~ture suggested 
' ' ' ·; ." ' . . ' . I : ,:.'' :- ·~; j " : ' ; ·, -~ : . ,' ' : . j ' ' ·, .· . . . ; .. :. . . . • . ' ' ' . . . j ' . 

the presence of second phase. pa#ticies e"(en. th~ugh the)' .were not ... ! 

, ! : ' , • ' , 1 
' , ' 1 , I ' , . ! ' ; •:• 

1 
•
1 

' .' :, I 1 ~ , , I ,I o ' ~ ' • ' , • 1 , ' .. ! •' , . . '· : • •,: ·. , . , ~ • ,• J ·, ,, 

· directly observed4 The annealed strip was deformed 1•100/o 1n tension 
, . ; . ! , ·. ~ ' ; . ' . r.' :'. : . . ' ! · .. '/ :, , ; ' . ; :: , ' ,, . ' ~ t ' 

using an lnstron machine at a st:ra.f.n rate of o. Oi ins/min. 
: ' ' ' I :, ; , , o,' ,\ :::··:·<· ' " : ' ... ?_,, .. :,1 .~' ·, ,.· . •, ·::-!·.: ' J , : ·:, ! •. " 

Smail amounts of plastic ditormation in tension~ toliow!ng recov .. 
\ •; , ' ; ' : • , : ; ' ;• ',. ' ·, ·_',: : ' ' ' ,. '; • .... i ' , , ·. ',, ; I ' •; : ' ' ' o : ~ ; ,· ; ' '• ' : : , ': ' 

ery i first resulted in the appearance of long sr.-~gUla:r .dislocat~()ll Unes 
, ' ' ' ' ' .,... I_'·.·;; .... :·~;> • I ,. • ' ' : , ·. ' ' . ' '' '.'. ·' , , . •. :; ': :. '• \ . '' . ':, . ' 

particularly within the larger ~ubgratns or receystai.ilzed srruns. ·~~ ' ' 
waa clear ~at more than one sbp system was operative f~m the .very · 

Btart of deformation. Three fold _nodes which probab~ resuited from. 
. . . . 

the disloeatio~ reaetiollt . 
. . . · .. · ., :,.;.j,~.;;,.::,' ' ; .·· 
~ (111) +,.j. (11~l~a [~0~) 

were a prominent ·feature of the .$ubstru'cture, after 2% plastic: •traln. ' · ·· 

Fig. 2 is an example of networks formms a twlst boundary~ 'd1sio~a~10n: 
r.eactions of this type. The plane of the foil·ttapproxirnateq (001 ~ and · · 

the network A makes a trace :awng [ lO<H. · Si~~:rljr Pot B the tr~ctt ·of· 
. . ...... ,• . \. . ." ' . . . 

the networlt is along [ 010 ),.. These traces are consistent. with the traces 
' . . .. , : 

of .the (110) and (101fplanes whiCh lie at 45° to the foil surfac.,,,' 'rh~ 
: ' ... . . . ~ . ' . . ' . . 

features at C; D:and E e:U po~nt. to the fact that dislocation inte.-sectiop&J 

· occur even after .1 0/o $train and rn~ indicate th'at the networks at A an<J 

l3 are formed during th• initial deformation. .lte$ultant (tOOl segments 

J 

'3 
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formed at intersections may also act as nuclei for growth of more 

tangled networks like those shown in Fig, 3(a) and (b). 

Examination of many areas after a few percent strain showed that· 

irregular patches of twist boundary were often formed in p1anes other 

than-(110}. Fig~ 3(b) is an example. The foil surface is (?01) and the 

networks plane appears to have·~ trace.paralielto ( i10l. ·This means· 

they cannot lie in ~10Jsince the.~14\pianes having a trace on (Oof) of 
. ' . ' . ' ' ' 

<110~. are at right angies to the foii surfaee •. N~tworks.on these p1anes 

··Woul~ not be observed• These ft.;:tgments of tw'.ist boun~ eo~id Ue bt .. 
; 

~1~ or -Q-1~ pianes. 
,, 

Another notable feature in deformed specimens was the sharp . 
. ,.-,;)t:.:.:;. 

kinks and cut;~ps present on many of the isoiated disloea:Hon lines. 

Their irreguiar shapes suggested that expansion of a loop of d1s1ocatiori · · 

in molybdenum is accompanied by frequent cross..,siip, and by inter• 

sections between dislocations o'£ opposite Burgers ve~tor. The res\11t 

of such an intersection is represented sche:matiohll.y in Fig. 4, Both 

of these processes can cause adjacent segments of a dislocation line 

to lie on diffel;'ent glide planes. Cross-sUp was directly observed 

when dislocations moved duE! to heating of the electx-on beam. a:owever, 

no traces were left behind by moving dislocations so it was not possible 

to make a photographic record of the glide paths.. Another indication 

of frequent cross-slip was the !ormation~ during detorma.tioh;. of a. 

large number of irregularly shaped closed loops ot dislocation Une. 

Fig. 5 shows some particularly good examples. Although loops are 

occasionally seen in the deformation substructure of FCC metals, they . 
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do not form in such large numbers at sueh small strains. The irregular 

shapes of the dislocation lines suggested that loops rney have been formed 

by the mechanism recently proposed for similar closed loops in deformed 

m~gnesium oxide (S). This mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 6. Local 

double cross-slip around an obstacle in the slip plane cs.n produce long 

jogs on a moving screw dislocation. If the jogs_ are not able to glide 

off the screw part of the loop, cusps will be formed,; the ~islocation 

bowing out on either side of the jog. Subsequent double cross-slip may 
. ' . . ' . : .. 

5 

then leave behind .a. closed loop or further increase the. separation betw,ee11 .. · 
' ,. '! . 

the glide planes of adjacent segments of the dislocation depending on the 
'• . . . 

direction of the next cross-slip •. If the spacing between the glide planes .. 
\ . ~ . . 

of adjacent segments ot the same: dislocation line becomes greater than 
. ' ~ . 

wpere ,.,. is the ~esolved shear s~ress on the .slip plt9ne; G. is th$ shear' . ' . . . . 
' .. '. 

modulus and h is the separatio~"notma1 to the sU,.p plane be~w~en the 
' ,. . . 

two parts c:>f the dislocation) then the applied st,r¢ss can dr.ive the two . . . . 

partS Of the dislocation past each other; spreading Slip acrOSS tV(O 

surfaces tnstead o£ just one. '.''It is likely that this is an imporhmt dis•, 
. . 

.location multiplication mecbanisX?- in molybdenum. 

In a; polycrystaUine ·materUt.l; particularly at small strains.. it 
t. . . . . . l . • • 

is impossible to accurately relate the local strain in a region as small 

as tha~ obsetved in transmission· :microscopy to the measured aver .. 

age :m.aoroscopic strain. r.t'he local stress fieid also varies from one 
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region to another, not only in magnitude but also in the directions of 

the principal stresses. As might be expected, the dislocation sub .. 

structure differed widely from one point to another as shown 1n 

Fig. · V (a, b). Both pictures correspond to 2o/o average plastic strain. 

Even after the smallest plastic strains, there was a tendency 

toward clustering of dislocations. This can be seen at an early stage 

in Figs. 3a, 3b and 7a. Close pairs of edge dislocations and fragments 

of twist boundary beg~n to separate the larger subgrains of the re .. 

covered structure into a system of smaller subgrains having average 
. . 

Unear dimensions of 1/2 to lp. Fig,: .8: (a) and ·(bl shows regions of 
~·. 

low dislocation density separated by a rather complete network of high 
' ' 'l . 

density boundaries after 10% m~croscopic strain. Most boundaries 

had a dislocation structure similar to that show~ at high magnification 

in Fig. 9: a'two dimensional tangle of joggy dislocations. With in

¢reas1ng strain, many of the dislpcation spacings within boundaries 

b~9-sme too small to be resolved~ Ten percent was the greatestuni• 

form tensile strain that could'be .achieved befor.e the start of necking 

in the thin sheet specimens. With heavier plastic stratits by rolling 

the dislocation density contin~¢d to increase. 'Foils prepared from 

molybdenum sheet cold rolled to 50o/" reduction in thickness were com .. . . 

pletely opaque because of the high dislocation density. Therefore, 

even after a system of subgrai~s of the order of on,e or two microns 

in di~eter had become established; new dislocation t~gles continued 

to develop in the relatively clear areas until the entire volume became 
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too thickly populated with dislocations to permit fUrther observations. 

The average dislocation density was observed to increase from about 
9 . 9 

1 x 10 to about 8 x 10 as the strain was raised from 1 .. lOo/o. 

The effect of reheating to 300°C, Goo•c, 900°C and 1200°C 
. . 

after 5o/o plastic strain was investigated. Because of the extreme vari .. 

ation in substructure from one point to another 1n the deformed condition 

it was impossible to determine, with accuracy·, the minimum tempera

t'ure at which rearrangement of dislocations began. However, there 

was some indication that even the soo• C anneal may have resulted 1n 

changes. Figure 10 was obtained from a foil which was held at 300°C 

for three hours. None of the ~a-deformed specimens that were exam-
' ' 

ined had a comparable density of cloSed loops. The low temperature · 

anneal may have allowed some additional annihil~tion of close screw 

dislocation pairs leaving behind small loops where edge dislocation 
' 

jogs existed .. A schematic illustration ot this process is shown in 

Fig. ll. Even after heating ~o 600° C eome Qf the dislocation tangles 

.appeared tq be pretty much unchanged. Those ill the lower' right part·. 

of .F'ig. 12 still closely resemble the as•deformed ¢lusters. Howe-ver, 
~ . . . 

this photograph also shows one of the most regular tilt boundaries that 

was observed. It is not entirely clear whether this boundary was :formed 

as a result of the five percent strain and 600° c tumeal or whether it was ' 

formed 4uring the previous .1200° C recovery tmneal. Many examples 
·' . ' ., . ' 

can be se.en of individual cU,slocation lines leaving the plane of the boun• · 

dary. There are also several nodes within the boundary where two ad .. 

jacent dislocations join to form a single line of resultant,-Burgers 

vector. This indicates the presence of at least two ·different l <111> 

7 

• 

..... 
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Burgers vectors. in the boundary. The resultant segments where they 

join are presumably of the type a <100>. Figure 13 shows another area. 

in the same foil. Comparison with Fig. 12 illustrates again the great 

differences in substructure .t'rom one point to another. Here the 

anneaung treatment appears to have produced a definite decrease in •. 

dislocation density and als.o to have caused straightening out of mfU11 .. 

of the kinks which were characteristic of the deformation structure. · 

Heating to 900° C definitely decreased dislocation density. ~os~ 

dislocations that remained tended to· .run straighti from one node' to . 

another, as in Fig. 14. The small segment of twist boundary ·is one of 

the most perfect examples that was observed. Patches of twist boundary 

that form during deformation might be expected to ·be relatively stablEf 

during annealirig. Figure 14 at .A also shows an elongated lo~p which 

may be bre$ing up into smaller loops as indicated i~ Fig. 6 • 
.... ,., 

SUMMARY 
',\.. 

The development of dislocation substructure in molybdenum is · 
. ' . ' ' ' . . . . 

qualitatively similar to that which occurs during pl;asti<: deformati~n, of 

iron and even copper, and silver. Dislocations b,ecome heavily jogged. 
. . ' ' . ' ,_,' .;:·,· 

during m<:>tion. ~cal tangles begin to develop in which attractive inter• 
' ' ' ' o ' ' ' • .... o • I :.• 

sections caused by the dislocation reaction l [lJP + i [ 111] ~ a [ lO~l. 
'• ' • ', I 

appear to play~ imp~rtant role. The local tangles ~evelop into a, sys• 

tern of subgra.in boundaries with increasing strain: the majority of the .·. 

dislocations being concentrated at the boundaries at strains below about 

10o/o. However, new tangles continue to develop within the relatively 

cle.ar volumes so that no regions of low dislocation density remain after 

8 
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50o/o reduction in thickness by rolling. The formation of large numbers 

of closed loops at small strains is evidence for frequent cross-slip 

and suggests that double cross-slip is an important mechanism for 

spread of slip from one glide plane to nearby parallel planes. 

9 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 . 

Fig. 6 

FIGURE TITLES 

Grain boundary structures produced by heating rolled 

Mo sheet to 1200<> C for one hour. 

Fragments of twist boundary produced by 1 o/o plastic strain 

in tension after recrystallization at 1400° C. !4'oil surface 

approximately (001). 
•· 

Dislocation substructure after 2% plastic strain, (a) 

tangled groups containing many a <100> resultant dislo

cation segments, (b) irregular twist boundary fragments. 

Schematic illustration of the intersection between dislo ~ 

cations A, B, of opposite Burgers vector. This inter

section leaves no resultant dislocation. 

Dislocation loops left behind by moving dislocations. 

(5o/o strain after 1200°C anneal.) 

Schematic illustration showing the formation of dislocation 

loops from a moving screw dislocation containing a long 

jog. 

~ig. "'(a" b) Variation in substructure from one region to another a£ter 

2o/o average plastic strain. 

Fig. 8 (a, b) Substructure boundary tangles separating relatively perfect 

regions after 10o/o strain. 

~ _Fig" 9 

Fig. 10 

Typical tangled arrangement of dislocations in subgrain 

boundaries. (Annealed 3 hours at 600°C after 5% tensile 

strain.) 

Large number of closed loops observed after 5o/o strain 

followed by heating to 300°C for one hour. 

~.2 
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FIGURE Tfl' LES (cont 'd) 

Fig. 11 Schematic illustration showing the formation of dislocation 

loops from long dislocation pairs of opposite sign. 

(I-III) dislocation pair close to screw orientation; 

(JV .. V) pair close to edge orientation. 

Fig. 12 Regular tilt boundary and irregular clusters after 5o/o strain 

followed by heating to 600°C for 3 hours. 

Fig. 13 Another area of the same specimen shown in Fig. 12. 

Fig. 14 Segment of twist boundary remaining· after heating to 900~ C 

for 3 hours after 5o/o plastic strain.· 

13 
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Fig. 3b 
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